Second harmonics generation by LFEX laser
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The second harmonic generation (SHG) of a petawatt laser is one of the greatest interest in the ultra high
intense laser sciences. For instance, a second harmonics laser can reduce the required laser energy for fast
ignitior heating because it can generate lower energy electron beam than that of fundamental
(Te~I1/2l, where Te is the hot electron slope temperature, I is the laser intensity, l is the laser
wavelength) then the heating efficiency is expected to be improved (h~rR/0.6Te, where h is the electron
absorption efficiency, rR is the areal density of the compressed core) [1]. Fundamental and Second
harmonics mixed beam shows further improvement on the electron beam angular distribution because a
channel structure [2] on electro-magnetic field created by a beam is smeared out by the other beam. This fact
was confirmed by 2D-PIC simulation.
Here we report a new design of the SHG for LFEX. SHG crystals such as KDP, DKDP, BBO have narrow
matching acceptances angle thus they are suitable to be inserted in the parallel beam. However, it costs a lot
to fabricate a full beam size SHG-crystal (~ 40 cm). LBO crystal has a wide matching angle; a LBO crystal
with 2-mm thickness has 5-degree acceptance angle in FWHM therefor it can generate second harmonics in
a F number10 focusing beam, thus crystal can be on after the off axis parabola of LFEX. For LFEX, having
1-ps pulse duration, LBO crystal can be used at half-beam size position (crystal size is 20 cm×20 cm, laser
fluence is up to ~1 J/cm2) without significant beam wave front distortion.
The principle was demonstrated by using LFEX beam and a 1-cm sized LBO crystal. A partially
converted SHG and fundamental mixed beam was successfully generated. Experimentally measured damage
threshold exceeded 2.4 J/cm2 for 1.2-ps pulse duration. 10-cm square 2-mm thickness LBO crystals were
fabricated [3] (world largest size) at Technical Institute of Physics and Chemistry, Chinese academy of
science and it will be installed to LFEX soon. In this scheme we can expect an order of increment in the fast
heating efficiency.
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